Federal Agencies increasingly rely upon platforms and robotics to accomplish their mission. GSA’s ASTRO offers all Federal customers a Total Solutions IDIQ contract that integrates flexible contract types, broad scope, and pre-vetted prime contractors capable of addressing your complex requirements.

INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS, DELIVERED
HII is a prime contractor on ASTRO, a new, innovative contract vehicle delivering a full range of platform-related requirements by integrating multiple professional service disciplines and ancillary services/products. Through ASTRO, you can access HII’s broad platform-related capabilities—from advanced R&D to systems engineering and integration to C5ISR mission operations.

WHY ASTRO?
With no contract ceiling and a broad scope, ASTRO offers assisted acquisition using a proven, repeatable acquisition process and streamlined evaluation procedures to rapidly deliver platform-related solutions to all federal agencies.

HII ranks among the top five ASTRO prime contractors based on awarded ceiling.

BENEFITS
- **Broad scope**—operations, maintenance, systems integration, R&D, training and support services via 800+ contract labor categories.
- **Total Solution**—any combination of labor, materials, other direct costs and ancillary support.
- **Flexibility**—supports all contract types, including hybrid task orders—globally at any security level.
- **Active Marketplace**—125+ pre-vetted prime contractors in 10 functionally defined contract pools.
- **Low-Cost Assisted Acquisition**—No contract fee; assisted acquisition fees negotiated with GSA.
- **Compliance**—contributes to Better Buying Power objectives with OMB Spend Under Management principles.

For more details on ASTRO, visit [https://aas.gsa.gov/astro/](https://aas.gsa.gov/astro/)

HII is a global, all-domain defense provider. HII’s mission is to deliver the world’s most powerful ships and all-domain solutions in service of the nation, creating the advantage for our customers to protect peace and freedom around the world. As the nation’s largest military shipbuilder, and with a more than 135-year history of advancing U.S. national security, HII delivers critical capabilities extending from ships to unmanned systems, cyber, ISR, AI/ML and synthetic training. Headquartered in Virginia, HII’s workforce is 43,000 strong. For more information, visit HII.com.

HII Contracts: [https://hii.com/contracts/]
Ordering Period: through November 2031
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